ssume that the set of cluster points of S on T has positive linear measure. Then there are fe H°°(D) with / = 0 on S, but / Φ 0, while if fe A(D) and / = 0 on S we must have / = 0. The set of cluster points of S on T which are not nontangential limits of sequences from S is here too large. In fact we will prove the following. 301 
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A. STRAY a Farrell set if and only if the set S v of cluster points of S on T which are nontangential limits of sequences from S has zero linear measure.
Proof. First assume S 1 has positive linear measure. Using ideas from [1] we construct a function fe H°°(D) which shows that S is not a Farrell set. If t > 0 and ze T we define
For t > 0 we also define E t = {z e S Π T: Δ(z, t) Π S = 0}. Since S λ S Uί E % has positive measure, we can find for some t 0 a set E = E tQ of positive measure.
Let u be the harmonic extension to D of the function on T which is zero on E and -1 on T\E. Define / = exp [u + iv] where v is a harmonic conjugate to u in D. Then fe H°°(D) and by the theorem of Fatou we have | /1 = 1 a.e. on E and \f\ = e~ί a.e. on T\E. In particular ||/|| = 1.
We claim that ||/|| (S <1. Assume this proved. Let {/J," =1 c A{D\ 11 f n \ I ^ 1 and assume f n {z) -+f(z) zeD. We prove that 11Λ | | s -1 which in turn will show that S is not a Farrell set.
Given ε> 0 it follows from Fatou's theorem that there exists ze D such that (1) l/(*)l >l-e (2 ) m,(ί) > 1 -ε .
Here m z denotes harmonic measure on T w.r.t. z. There exists a number N such that
By (1) and (3) we have \f n (z) \ > 1 -2ε if n > N. But on the other hand we have
It remains to prove that ||/IU<1. Choose zeS such that I«I > 1 -*o.
Define J z = {we T:\w -z\ <2(1 -\z\)}. By a well-known estimate of harmonic measure there exists a constant c e (0, 1) depending only on t 0 such that (4) r
By (4) we therefore have since |/| sί 1 a.e. on E and | /1 ^ e" 1 a.e.
on T\E:
Since clearly sup {\f(z) |: Define f n = 0onB and f n = α % g. in D\B. Then f n e A(D) and {/n}n=i approximates / as required.
Finally we consider the case where B has positive linear measure.
Choose feH~(D) with ||/|| = 1. Let 57 -||/|| 5 . If 37 = 0 it follows from Fatou's theorem and that S ± has zero linear measure, that |/| = 0 a.e. on B which is impossible since / Φ 0 and B has positive measure. Hence rj > 0.
We can f actorize / as / = I-F where I and F denotes the " inner " and "outer" part of /. [[2] , Ch. 5.] Here F is given by
and it follows from the hypothesis that u ^ 0 a.e. on T and u g logr? a.e. on .B. Fix a positive integer w. Let u γ be a continuously differentiable function on T and F =) 5 a set open in T such that u x g 0, ^ ^ log 97 on F and with the following properties:
To obtain u γ on F one first defines u x in a neighborhood of B such that ( I u(β) -^(0) I dθ < 1/2^. This inequality will still hold if B is 304 A. STRAY replaced by some open set V containing it if linear measure of V\B is small enough. But then it is easy to extend u x to T so that (5) and (6) hold.
Since u t ^ log η on V and u λ ^ 0 there is a compact subset K of S such that (7) ί u 1 dm t ^ log (7] + -) if z e S\K .
Let A = {ze V: u(z) <* u^z)} and M be a compact subset of A. We choose a continuously differentiate function a ^ 0 such that supp α (the support of a) is contained in V and we have
If α approximates u -u x sufficiently well on M and if the linear measures of A\M and supp a\M are sufficiently small we can obtain that (5) and (6) still hold if we replace n x by (u γ + a) there.
We define g n (z) = expΓl/2πΓ (H(θ, z)^ + a){θ)dθ\ zeD.
Since u γ + a is smooth # % e A(2?) and || flr Λ || ^ 1 since u x + α ^ 0.
When ^eS\iΓ, (7) implies that 10 (s)i I ^ ^ + 1M and if z e K we get from (6) and (8) that | g n {z) \ ^ ψ ιι% . Define now h n = (27/(37 + 3/^))flr w and B n {z) = /(^(l -w 1 )) if s e 2) and n = 1, 2,
The sequence / Λ = BJι n n = 1, 2, approximates / as required. We have completed the proof that S is a Farrell set if S 1 has zero linear measure and the proof also shows how to construct the functions {f n } given / such that they satisfy the requirements given in the definition of a Farrell set.
If S x has zero linear measure and B has positive linear measure there is a proof based on functional analysis showing that S is a Farrell set. This proof is due to Dr. A. M. Da vie. Since the proof is short and rather different from the one given above we would like to include it here.
So we 
